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War & Famine Relief – AFER-01 (Revision 1) 

Appeal Target: US$  7,621,303  
 
Geneva,  15 June 2000  
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
This Appeal is a revision of AFER-01 War and Famine Relief issued on 25 May 2000 with ACT 
member the Lutheran World Federation/Department of World Service (LWF/DWS) - Eritrea. 
Besides the LWS Eritrea component, this revision now also includes ACT member Norwegian 
Church Aid (NCA) – Eritrea. 
 
In view of the large-scale displacement of people, wherein many had to flee their homes in panic 
leaving all belongings behind, there is an urgent need for the most basic needs such as food and 
shelter. Around 1.5 million people are estimated to be in need of emergency relief due to the war and 
drought. This revision thus focuses mainly on distribution of: 
 
♦ Food items including high energy biscuits and milk powder for supplementary feeding,  
♦ Shelter materials, blankets and mats are extremely important because of the approaching rains,  
♦ House-hold utensils and kerosene stoves. 
♦ Water Supply 
 
Note: The ACT/NCA Appeal AFER-91 issued on 14 July, 1999 and the expected date of completion 
for which was 31August, 2000, is being pre-maturely closed. The Appeal which had a target of  
US$ 3,465,437 has received funding of only US$ 471,600 (13.6% cover) till date. 
 

 
 

 

 
ACT is a worldwide network of churches and related 
agencies meeting human need through coordinated  
emergency  response. 
The ACT Coordinating Office is based with the World 
Council of Churches (WCC) and the Lutheran World 
Federation (LWF)  in Switzerland.  
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Summary of Appeal Targets, Pledges/Contributions Received and Balance Requested 
 
             
 NCA LWF  Total (US$) 
Appeal Targets 3,789,217 3,832,086 7,621,303 
Less: Pledges/Contr. Recd 0 516,746 516,746 
Balance Requested from ACT Network 3,789,217 3,315,340 7,104,557 
 
The project is expected to be completed by 15 May 2001. 
 
Please kindly send your contributions to the ACT bank account and inform the Finance Officer Jessie 
Kgoroeadira (direct tel. +4122/791.60.38, e-mail address jkg@act-intl.org) of all 
pledges/contributions and transfers, including funds sent direct to the implementers. Please note the 
Pledge Form is no longer attached with the Appeal. 
     
    Account Number - 102539/0.01.061 (USD) 
 Account Name: ACT - Action by Churches Together 
 Banque Edouard Constant 

Cours de Rive 11 
Case postale 3754 
1211 Genève 3 

    SWITZERLAND  
 
We would appreciate being informed of any intent to submit applications for EU, USAID and/or 
other back donor funding and the subsequent results. We thank you in advance for your kind 
cooperation. 
 
For further information, please contact: 
ACT Co-ordinator, Thor-Arne Prois (phone 41 22 791 6033 or mobile phone ++ 41 79 203 6055) 
or   
ACT Appeals Officer, Neville Pradhan (phone +41 22 791 6035 or mobile phone ++41 79 285 29 16) 
 
 

ACT Web Site address: http://www.act-intl.org 

 

 
 

 

Thor-Arne Prois    

ACT Coordinator    
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  LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION (Revised) 
 

I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER 
 
♦ Lutheran World Federation / Department of World Service – Eritrea. 
  
 
II. IMPLEMENTING AGENCY 

 
LWS Eritrea is a field program of the Lutheran World Federation/Department for World Service. 
Its mandate is to work with the LWF member churches for the fulfillment of their individual and 
corporate responsibilities in the field of Christian Service (Diaconia). This includes both emergency 
and development activities. Emergency aid includes – refugee services, relief and rehabilitation 
assistance to internally displaced persons and other disaster affected population. 
 
LWS has over 50 years of experience worldwide in providing emergency relief and rehabilitation 
assistance in response to human suffering caused by both natural and human-made crises. 
 
LWS Eritrea was established in 1992 and has since implemented relief and rehabilitation programs, 
which include activities such as school construction, agricultural assistance, health services and 
sanitation, as well as soil and water conservation projects. 
 
LWS’ local implementing partner is the Eritrean Relief and Refugee Commission (ERREC). Two 
government agencies, Eritrean Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (ERRA) and Commission for 
Eritrean Refugee Affairs (CERA) were merged to form ERREC in January 1996. 
 
LWS has a healthy and collaborative relationship with ERREC, which has facilitated LWS’ role as 
implementer/monitor in the various programs that are being undertaken. LWS is also continuing to 
implement and monitor its own projects and submits necessary narrative, technical and financial 
reports to ERREC. 
 
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EMERGENCY SITUATION 
 
Background 
In 1998, border clashes between Ethiopia and Eritrea resulted in displacement of hundreds of 
thousands of people on both sides of the border. The conflict over the 620 miles border has also cost 
the lives of many civilians and soldiers alike. The international community had called on both parties 
to settle this border dispute through negotiations. However, despite the many rounds of discussions, 
no agreement has yet been reached. 
 
On 13 May Ethiopia launched a major offensive and moved into Eritrea. Outside Tokombia, four 
mobile rocket launchers were deployed to support advancing infantry forces in their drive 
northwards to Barentu, about 19 miles further inside Eritrea. This advance of Ethiopian forces deep 
into Eritrean territory has resulted in further massive displacement of people, exacerbating the crisis 
even further. 
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Current situation 
In addition to the 500,000 affected earlier by the conflict and drought, the new offensive has 
displaced another 500,000. The renewed fighting caused large numbers of people to hurriedly flee in 
great panic. Some have been forced to evacuate by the air raids that bombed their villages. Many 
other villages and settlement camps have been evacuated as a precautionary measure. The town of 
Barentu has been evacuated in order to avoid loss of life. 
 
At a meeting on 18 May, ERREC briefed the United Nations Country Team, the Diplomatic Corps 
and the international NGOs, on the current situation. The attendees and through them, the 
international community was requested to quickly intervene to stop the conflict. The international 
community was also requested to provide aid in the form of food, water, tents and medicines to the 
war displaced people who have been evacuated from their villages and towns and who are now 
scattered throughout the western lowlands. 
 
A field mission was conducted on 18 May, comprising Government representatives and UN 
agencies. The mission met with the local authorities in Keren and visited Ziron, where the authorities 
have started preparations for the establishment of a settlement area for internally displaced persons 
(IDPs). Ziron is part of Hamelmallo sub-zone and is located 29 km north of Keren. The school 
complex and surrounding areas will be used to settle the IDPs. The school is not far from the 
Barentu river and the site could accommodate approximately 100,000 people.  Currently there are 
about 30,000 people in the school complex.   
 
The displaced arrived in Keren from two directions, namely Agordet and Mansoura. It is reported 
that Mansoura region had about 40,000 IDPs who are now moving north towards Keren. Once the 
IDPs arrive in Keren, first aid is given to them and then they will be transported to the Ziron camp. 
 
Further assessment missions undertaken on the 24th and 26th of May were able to travel further  
inland (West) visiting Dige, Forto and Girmaika. In all three places substantial numbers of IDP were 
encountered. The IDPs mainly originate from Haykota, Barentu and Tesseny areas. The main reason 
cited for the exodus, was fear of air bombardments and shelling. IDPs were found clustered in small 
groups, sheltering under trees along dried up riverbeds. Apart from the limited shade from the few 
trees they have nothing to protect themselves from the scorching heat and dust.  
    
Some IDPs brought small quantities of food and others where initially assisted by the host 
communities, who shared from their already meager resource. However, the hosts clearly did not 
have the resources to continue helping beyond the first few days. In these most western areas no 
distribution of food has taken place thus far and no relief supplies have been witnessed.  
 
A great number of the IDPs were previously refugees in the Sudan. When asked, they stressed that, 
despite the difficulties they are currently facing, they would rather die in Eritrea than become 
refugees in the Sudan. Lack of assistance and a further deterioration of the current condition of the 
IDPs may however force them to seek refuge in the Sudan and that it is therefore important to meet 
their needs. While interviewing a group of IDPs, the women stressed the priority needs as "first of all 
peace" secondly food, shelter and medicines. 
 
While the Government is trying to cope with the situation, their resources are limited. There is thus 
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an urgent need for food, tents, blankets and water supply from the international community. 
 
Impact on human lives 
Most people have left behind whatever they possessed and just fled the area. As stated before, more 
than 500,000 people are displaced and more people are leaving the conflict zones.  
 

• More than 500,000 people have been displaced 
• Many families are split up  
• Most people left their homes without being able to take even the basic necessities 

Current Security Situation 
Although efforts are underway to bring the two warring nations to the negotiating table fighting 
continues and the situation remains volatile. The UN Security Council has requested arms embargo 
on both nations but unless there is a cease-fire more people will be displaced.  
 
Security with regards to the proposed implementation area 
The free and unhindered access given to the assessment mission illustrates the access humanitarian 
actors enjoy under the present condition. It is anticipated that this access for implementing and 
monitoring will continue.  

 
  

IV. GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
 
The project aims to provide life-sustaining assistance to the people affected by the twin disasters of 
war and famine. 
 
Specifically the project will provide: 
♦ Food and shelter materials to displaced families who have lost their homes and hearths largely 

due to the war. This will also prevent further displacement. 
♦ Life-saving nutritional food to malnourished children, expectant and lactating mothers and the 

elderly. 
 
  
V.        BENEFICIARY INFORMATION & TARGETED AREAS 
 
The beneficiaries consist of a mixture of rural, urban and nomadic communities. Regardless of their 
social grouping, the initial assessment indicates that the demographic statistic consisted of 70% 
Children, 25% Women and 5% men. The most vulnerable were found to be the elderly, pregnant 
women and lactating mothers. As the situation is still very fluid, it is not possible to give precise 
target population figures.  
 
At present the program has envisioned to target around 150,000 individuals of the most needy in the 
Gash Barka and Anseba regions. Basic staple food will be distributed to 150,000 individuals who are 
particularly affected. The Gash Bakara and Anseba regions were selected on bases of a rapid 
assessment and because LWS has worked in these areas and communities before.  
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VI. PROPOSED ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
LWS has been asked by both the Government of Eritrea and the UN Country Team in Eritrea to 
assist in alleviating human suffering through provision of basic necessities. 
 
Initial assistance through provision of basic needs is thus urgently required and assistance requested 
under this appeal is for the provision of food, shelter, blankets and logistical support.  
 
Description of assistance 
With no sign of a cease-fire in sight, more and more people will be on the move looking for safer 
places. It is these people LWS wishes to assist through provision of basic necessities. It is of utmost 
importance that the needs of the internally displaced, war and drought affected people be met, as 
soon as possible. The current drought conditions that prevail in several countries in the Horn of 
Africa, has also severely affected Eritrea. The area of Keren, where most of the displaced are  
heading is a very hostile, dry and rocky environment, where even under normal circumstances, food 
and especially clean drinking water is scarce. 
 
Food 
The reasons for selecting food as the major focus of assistance is because the LWS Eritrea has 
considerable experience in this field having implemented similar programs in the past. 
 
Among the major factors which have contributed to the food crisis are: 
♦ Prevailing drought 
♦ Inability of the people to continue farming their land due to the displacement and 
♦ Lack of productive manpower  
  
LWS is thus urgently requesting the following relief items: 
 
Food 
♦ Wheat Flour for 150,000 beneficiaries @ 500 grams/person/day (1650 kcal) for 4 months. 
♦ Salt (iodized) for 150,000 beneficiaries @ 5 grams/person/day for 4 months. 
 
Supplementary feeding will focus on infants, lactating mothers and elderly and for them the 
following items are requested: 
♦ High energy biscuits for 10000 beneficiaries @ 50 grams/person/day for 3 months   
♦ Milk powder for yet undetermined number of  beneficiaries @ 50 grams/person/day  
 
Shelter & Household  
Especially noting the extreme harsh condition these IDP are in, shelter is a critical determinant for 
survival. Beyond survival, shelter is necessary to enhance resistance to disease and important for 
human dignity and to sustain family life in difficult circumstances. 
♦ Family size tents (2000 pcs)  
♦ Blankets (40,000 pcs)  
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♦ Straw mats (30,000 pcs) for construction of traditional shelters 
 
Note:  Mention needs to be made that no water component is included in this appeal. This is 
because LWS Eritrea is currently negotiating with the EU to use the remaining funds from the 
interrupted water development project. It is anticipated that proposal will be received favorably. 
 
Other Needs 
Logistics and Transport is a critical link to managing an emergency. LWS is requesting funds for 
transport, storage, loading and off-loading, port handling fees and quality inspection fees.  
LWF will utilize its available trucks as well as hire trucks for transportation of the relief items. The 
project will purchase and transport the commodities to the sites for distribution, where it will 
monitor the distribution.    
 
Procurement 
Procurement will be made by LWS in consultation with ERREC. Tender bids will be made available 
to potential suppliers. Cost price and time of delivery are among the determining factors and LWS 
will make direct payment to successful bidders. Major commodities like wheat, tents, blankets, etc., 
will be imported from Europe in LWS’ name while Iodized salt and straw mats will be obtained 
locally.  
 
 
Pledges 
Besides ACT members, who have already rushed aid to Eritrea, until recently other members of the 
International Community had pledged the following: 
 
Food 
Donor Commodity Quantity Remarks 
UNICEF DMK 470 MT In country reallocation 
WFP CSB 135 MT In country reallocation 
WFP CSB 300 MT ETA airlift soon 
ECHO/WFP Biscuits 2-3 plane Not specified 
Italy Cooperation Sugar 400 MT Local purchase 
 
Shelter and Household Items 
Donor Commodity 

 
Quantity Remarks 

ICRC Assorted For 100’000 people ETA not specified 
MSF-Holland Blankets 11’500 Mid-June 
MSF-Holland Blankets 9’500 In Country 
 
Health and Nutrition 
Donor Commodity Quantity Comments 
UNICEF Glucose, ORS, Syringes 5600 boxes ETA May 24, airlift 
MSF Holland Medicines One plane load ETA May 21 airlift 
 
While some water bladders and water storage units of varying capacities have already been deployed, 
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it is still far from sufficient to cater to the needs of the beneficiaries with the minimum quantity of 
clean water required. 
 
 
VII. ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, MONITORING & REPORTING 
 
Administration & Finance 
From past experience, ERREC has sufficient and qualified staff available for the implementation of 
the program. Line ministries and regional administrations will be participating in the advisory role.  
ERREC will inform LWS the location of the targeted population together with the distribution sites 
as well as the start of distribution.  
 
LWS will send its technical people and concerned staff to the proposed sites together with ERREC 
staff to inspect and review the activities and related paperwork. 
 
ERREC is responsible for the distribution of the food items and, and at the same time is also 
responsible to create smooth and satisfactory facilities for LWS’ monitoring role.  
 
Financial management will be the responsibility of LWS and ERREC must satisfy LWS requirements 
by submitting already agreed upon valid documents in order to get funds for local purchase, 
construction and/or related labour work. LWS also has free access for inspection of the purchased 
items, construction and related labour. 
 
Monitoring & Reporting 
LWS will participate in the implementation of the program through monitoring and site visits. Most 
of this will be done by its technical and finance staff on a routine basis (bi-weekly) together with 
ERREC technical and finance personnel, as well as through impromptu visits. 
The general monitoring includes checking and ascertaining that project activities are being 
implemented in line with the conditions specified in the contract, both regarding quantity and quality. 
Any deviation will be discussed with ERREC and the contractor for timely correction. 
 
ERREC will also submit implementation reports including targets reached, resources used and 
duration intended for the implementation of each site. These reports will be based on site 
implementation records. 
 
In addition, as stated in the original Appeal, ACT member Christian Aid will make available a 
consultant who will undertake periodic monitoring of the program and report back to the ACT 
Coordinating Office. 
 
ERREC will provide, as it is currently providing, unhindered access to monitor the affected areas. 
ERREC is open to receiving assistance and facilitating monitoring. This includes free access to 
storage, transport and distribution facilities, free access to documents and free access to contact 
beneficiaries. 
 
In due course, a contract agreement between LWS and ERREC will be drawn up on the whole 
intervention process wherein the respective roles – implementing/distribution by ERREC and  
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monitoring by LWS will be clearly written down. 
 
 
VIII. COORDINATION 

  
LWS is registered with the Eritrean authorities through ERREC as an international NGO. ACT 
members NCA Eritrea and LWS meet regularly to co-ordinate work, but as ERREC is responsible for 
overall coordination and implementation, all assistance will be channeled through ERREC. 
 
Efforts will be made to broaden the consultation and coordination base to include other ACT members 
present in Eritrea. Regular meetings will held among the ACT members to share information, discuss, 
strategize and coordinate where necessary. 
 
LWS is part of the General Coordination Group consisting of Government, UN agency and NGOs. 
This General Coordination Group is broken down into Sector Core Groups in order to coordinate and 
avoid duplication of services and LWS is part of the shelter, food and water core group. Due to the 
critical nature of the situation, currently, weekly coordination meetings are being held.  
 
IX. BUDGET 
  
Pledges & Contributions Received US$   
 Danchurchaid 15,453 
 United Church of Christ, USA 15,000 
 Anglican Church of Canada 10,137 
 Diakonisches Werk 283,350 
 United Church of Canada 2,713 
 Inter-Church Action, Canada 1,343 
 Lutheran World Relief 20,000 
 Christian Aid 54,750 
 Church of Sweden Aid/Mission 114,000 
 
TOTAL 516,746 
          

 
ACT/LWS ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 

  
Description Type of No. of  Unit cost Budget Budget
  Unit Units NAKFA NAKFA USD  
Food and Non Food Assistance      
Wheat Flour MT 9,000 250 21,375,000 2,250,000 
Salt MT 90 800 72,000 7,579 
High Energy Biscuits MT 45 1,410 602,775 63,450 
Milk powder MT 13 2,000 247,000 26,000 
Tents  pcs 2,000 268 5,100,550 536,900 
Blankets pcs 40,000 8.7 3,313,600 348,800 
Straw Mats pcs 30,000 6 180,000 18,947 
Sub Total     30,890,925 3,251,676 
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Transport, Storage, Handling, etc      
Vehicle rental  MT 9,148 285 2,607,180 274,440 
Light Vehicle Pick-up Unit 1 25,000 237,500 25,000 
Storage/loading/off loading MT 9,148 80 731,840 77,036 
Port handling fees/  
Quality inspection MT 9,148 100 914,800 96,295 
Sub Total    4,491,320 472,771 
      
Staff Salaries & Benefits, Office Operations, etc.     
10 Staff members Months 4 2,000 80,000                  8,421  
Staff Perdiem,Housing, etc. Months 4 800 32,000                  3,368  
3 Drivers Months 4 1,900 7,600                     800  
Office rent Months 4 3,000 12,000                  1,263  
Office Supplies/equip (stationary) Months 4 6,000 24,000                  2,526  
Telephone, fax Months 4 4,000 16,000                  1,684  
Truck maintenance/spares Units 3 28,500 85,500                  9,000  
Diesel Fuel  Liters 24,000 4 96,000                10,105  
Insurance Months 4 5,000 20,000                  2,105  
Sub Total    373,100 39,272
    
Audit of ACT Funds Lump Sum  3,000 28,500 3,000 
Monitoring (ACT-CAid) Months 4 5,000 190,000 20,000 
Sub Total    218,500 23,000 
 
ACT C O 
Emergency Management Training 1% of expenditure   359,736 37,867 
Communication Lump Sum   71,250 7,500 
Sub Total    430,986 45,367 
     
 
TOTAL APPEAL TARGET & EXPENDITURE   36,404,831 3,832,086 
 
     
Exchange Rate: NAKFA 9.50 = US$ 1   
      

NORWEGIAN CHURCH AID  
 
I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER  
 
♦ Norwegian Church Aid (NCA) Eritrea 
 
II. IMPLEMENTING AGENCY 
 
NCA has been present in Eritrea since the country’s liberation in 1991, providing relief, 
rehabilitation and development assistance. NCA was also the Lead Agency of the earlier ERD 
Program which operated from the Sudan from 1981 to 1991, providing emergency relief to the 
non-governmental areas of Eritrea and Tigray. The present Country Director was also the 
Executive Secretary of the ERD Programme for a total period of about 6 years, heading the 
programme when it moved its office from Khartoum to Asmara. 
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NCA’s local partner is the Eritrean Relief and Refugee Commission (ERREC), a Government 
institution, which has the responsibility for implementation of emergency relief activities. 
 
ERREC has a long institutional history and experience in such activities  - as they are the 
continuation of the humanitarian organisation ERA, which handled all such assistance through the 
war of liberation. ERREC’s network for implementation includes to public and private structures 
at local community levels. 
 
NCA has had close relations with ERREC throughout the whole period from 1991 till today, as 
ERREC also have the mandate from the Government to co-ordinate all NGO programmes in 
Eritrea. The working relationship is good and is based on mutual respect. 
 
 
III. DESCRIPTION of the EMERGENCY SITUATION. 
 
Background 
The conflict between Eritrea and Ethiopia, during the last two years, has adversely affected the 
livelihoods of large segments of the Eritrean society, particularly those living close to the 
militarised areas along the southern, south western and south-eastern fringes of the country. A lot 
of social disruption and economic damage has been caused, exposing hundreds of thousands of 
Eritreans to hunger, displacement and impoverishment. 
 
Besides the damages and disruption directly resulting from the fighting, the Ethiopian Government 
has expelled 70,000 ethnic Eritreans, who have been up-rooted and deported to Eritrea. 
 
Current Situation 
The recent new offensive by Ethiopia, with its main thrust on the western lowlands, resulted in the 
occupation of the town of Barentu. Due to the town’s strategic position, the Ethiopian forces 
effectively controlled most of the Gash-Barka Region. Ethiopian attacks were also launched at other 
frontlines and their forces penetrated deep into Eritrean territory, threatening other towns such as 
Areza, Mendefera and Senafe. All these military campaigns have caused the civilian population in 
large parts of Eritrea to flee their villages and towns towards the highlands for safety.  
 
 
Impact On Human Lives. 
Based on a Rapid Assessment Mission carried out by ERREC and the UN in late May, in the 
Western Lowlands, the following numbers of Internally Displaced People were identified: 
 
♦ North of Keren, IDP Camps   70,000 
♦ Agordat Town and surroundings     5,000 
♦ Areas West of Agordat (Dige, Tekreret, Forto)   77,000 
♦ Western Gash-Barka (Sebderat, Tessenei, Guluj) 268,000 
 Total Estimated IDPs 420,000 
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Among the IDPs identified by the ERREC/UN Assessment Mission – children represent 70%, 
women 25% and men 5%. 
 
In addition to the above figures from the Western Lowlands, there will also be a relatively high 
number of war displaced people in the Highland Fronts of Senafe, Tserona, Adi Quala and Areza. 
ERREC and UN have also sent a Rapid Assessment Mission to some of these areas, but their 
findings are still not available. Here too, the displacement is expected to be several hundred 
thousands. 
 
Description of Damages 
All the IDPs have been uprooted from their home environment, some of them even from their 
temporary homes in established IDP camps from the earlier phase of the conflict and are totally 
dependent on emergency relief aid. Large numbers of the effected population have not had time to 
bring with them sufficient personal belongings for their daily needs and will consequently need 
assistance to survive the crisis. 
 
Locations for Proposed Response 
As the security situation continues to be fluid, it is still not clear where the IDPs will be settled in 
some parts of the highlands. For those affected from the lowlands, the picture is clearer, as people 
are already being temporarily settled in IDP Camps near the towns of Keren, Agordat, Tessenei and 
Guluj. 
 
However, these places may also change due to the uncertainty of the situation, caused by the 
ongoing conflict. 
 
Disaster and Emergency Statistics. 
Based on the needs to cater for at least 400,000 IDPs over a period of 90 days, the following 
requirements emerges: 
 

 
ITE
M 

 
DESCRIPTION 

 
KG 

PER 
DAY/ID

P 

 
NO. OF 
DAYS 

 
NO. OF 

PEOPLE 

 
TOTAL 
IN MT 

OR 
UNITS 

 
PRICE 

PER MT 
OR UNIT 
IN US$ 

 
TOTAL 

VALUE IN 
US$ 

 
1. 

 
Wheat 

 
0.500 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
18,000 

 
215 

 
3,870,000 

 
2. 

 
Lentils 

 
0.050 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
1,800 

 
490 

 
882,000 

 
3. 

 
Edible Oil 

 
0.030 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
1,080 

 
635 

 
685,800 

 
4. 

 
Sugar 

 
0.030 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
1,080 

 
300 

 
324,000 

 
5. 

 
Milk Powder 

 
0.050 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
1,800 

 
1,600 

 
2,880,000 

 
SUB-TOTAL FOR FOOD ITEMS 

 
90 

 
400,000 

 
23,760 

 
 

 
8,641,800 

 
6. 

 
Family Tents 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
40,000 

 
175 

 
7,000,000 
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7. Blankets    200,000 8 1,600,000 
 

8. 
 
Kitchen Utensils 
(Sets) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
80,000 

 
19 

 
1,520,000 

 
9. 

 
Kerosene Stoves 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
80,000 

 
5 

 
400,000 

 
SUB-TOTAL NON-FOOD ITEMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
10,520,000 

 
10. 

 
Total Tonnage for Food Items 

 
23,760 

 
 

 
 

 
11. 

 
Estimated total Tonnage for Non-food Items 

 
2,240 

 
 

 
 

 
ESTIMATED TOTAL TONNAGE FOR INLAND 

TRANSPORTATION 

 
26,000 

 
 

 
 

 
12. 

 
Port Service 
Charges 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
26,000 

 
12.75 

 
331,500 

 
13. 

 
Storage and 
Handling 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
26,000 

 
5.35 

 
139,100 

 
14. 

 
Inland Transport 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
26,000 

 
36.15 

 
939,900 

 
SUB-TOTAL FOR INLAND 

TRANSPORT 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
1,410,500 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
SUMMARY BUDGET COSTS FOR SUPPORTING THE IDP’s OVER A PERIOD OF 90 DAYS. 

 
A. 

 
FOOD ITEMS DELIVERED CIF MASSAWA 

 
8,641,800 

 
B. 

 
NON-FOOD ITEMS DELIVERED CIF MASSAWA, OR EX. WAREHOUSE IN 
ERITREA 

 
10,520,000 

 
C. 

 
INLAND TRANSPORT, STORAGE & HANDLING, PORT SERVICE 
CHARGES 

 
1,410,500 

 
GRAND TOTAL 

 
20,572,300 

 
The table above shows the estimated urgent needs for the next three months, until a relatively stable 
situation hopefully can be established. However, the long-term food requirements will be far more 
serious, as the war has virtually prevented any significant cultivation this season, mainly due to the 
Ethiopia invasion of the most important agricultural production areas in the Western Lowlands. In 
addition, there is also an urgent need for water in the IDP camps. 
 
The future consequences of this and the long term effects in terms of emergency food assistance to 
Eritrea in the coming year will have to be addressed at a later stage, when further assessments can be 
made and after the immediate urgent needs due to the war have been met. 
 
Current Security Situation. 
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The security situation is good in all areas that are accessible by the Eritrean Authorities. The 
problems are of course connected to the areas occupied by the Ethiopian Army. 
However, the target population of this Appeal are all located in areas accessible to NCA through the 
Eritrean Government’s agency ERREC and the security situation in this connection is good. 
 
 
IV. GOAL  & OBJECTIVES 
 
The overall goal is to assist the most vulnerable of the civilian population of Eritrea who have been 
displaced by the ongoing conflict. 
 
Specifically, the project will provide emergency relief for 100,000 IDPs in form of: 

- Family Tents 
- Blankets 
- Household Utensils 
- Kerosene Stoves 

 -    Water Supply  
 
The assistance will be channelled through ERREC for distribution to the effected people through the 
established distribution network. 
 
 
V. TARGETED  BENEFICIARIES 
 
Number and Type of Targeted Beneficiaries 
♦ Estimated Internally Displaced People in the Western Lowlands - 420,000 
♦ Estimated Internally Displaced People in the Central Highlands - 200,000 (minimum) 
 
Around 100,000 Internally Displaced Persons, using an average of 5 individuals per family will be 
targeted. Only war displaced individuals and/or families, registered with ERREC as eligible for 
emergency relief will be assisted. 
 
 
VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY  ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION  
 
The emergency relief items needed are as listed below: 
 
  Item   Quantity  No. of Fam. 
 

 Family Tents  10,000   20,000 
 Household Utensils 20,000   20,000 
 Kerosene Stoves  20,000   20,000 
 Blankets   40,000   20,000 
 Water Supply (Generators, Submersible pumps & Storage Tanks) 
 

The implementation of the program will be the responsibility of ERREC, by using all available public 
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and private structures at local community levels. 
 
ERREC will facilitate monitoring of ongoing activities for all donors to the program.  
 
Transition from Emergency 
ERREC’s intention from the start of the program is to settle all the affected people in temporary 
settlements with sufficient land for them to cultivate and produce their own food. ERREC will co-
ordinate any future efforts in having the expellees properly integrated into the society. However, due 
to lack of resources response to the present emergency situation is their first priority. 
 
 
VII. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, MONITORING,  REPORTING 
 
Implementation 
ERREC is responsible for the overall emergency programs, being the Government body entrusted 
with these types of activities. However, NCA will be invited to participate in the administration and 
co-ordination of the project, through participation down to the community level, involving the 
traditional village councils, either by using representatives from related church partners or NCA’s 
own staff. 
 
The most likely scenario will be that NCA’s own staff (monitor) will work together with the local 
implementation structures with the aim of improving the performance. NCA Monitor, for example, 
has already been used by ERREC to improve the local record keeping for stores and distribution 
documentation. In periods of lesser monitoring work, the NCA Staff will concentrate on such 
advisory work. 
 
ERREC's Commissioner has also, in a meeting, expressed the willingness to activate locally available 
Church structures, when deemed necessary. 
 
NCA does not have a general letter of understanding with ERREC, but does establish a Contract 
with them for specific projects, when resources are made available. Consequently, a Contract will be 
signed between ERREC and NCA for the project in due course. 
 
International Procurement 
Based on the agreement with ERREC, NCA will be responsible for all international procurements via 
its Home Office in Oslo. All shipments will be consigned to ERREC, who will be responsible for all 
necessary port and customs clearance. 
 
Local Procurement 
ERREC will be responsible for all local procurements, but will carry out all such activities in close 
collaboration with NCA/Eritrea. If so required by ERREC, NCA/Eritrea can also carry out local 
procurements. 
 
Local Transport 
ERREC will be responsible for all local transport, including both international and local purchases, 
from point of delivery to the relevant distribution sites. ERREC will also be responsible for the safe 
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storage and handling of all commodities. 
 
Distribution 
ERREC will be responsible for the distribution of all commodities for the intended beneficiaries 
under this project and provide adequate reporting for such to NCA. 
 
Accountability and Financial Reports 
The overall financial responsibility for the program will be NCA’s and all resources made available to 
the program will be reflected in the NCA Eritrea Country Office Accounting and Financial Reports. 
 
ERREC will be accountable for all resources handed over to them in connection with the program, 
whether funds or in-kind. ERREC will maintain an accounting system for such donations, in 
accordance with international acceptable accounting principles, open for inspection by NCA at any 
time required in connection with their monitoring role. At the end of the program, ERREC will 
provide an appropriate Financial Report for the program, supported by an Independent Auditor’s 
Certificate. 
 
ERREC’s accounts are under the control of the Eritrean Auditor General’s Office, and audited 
accounts will be provided. 
 
Monitoring 
NCA will be responsible for the required and agreed monitoring of the distribution and the 
subsequent reporting to ACT. 
 
The Monitoring of the proper use of resources provided under this Contract will be an ongoing 
activity for the duration of the program, expected to be twelve (12) months. The monitoring will 
include, but not be limited to the activities listed below. 
 
NCA has employed a staff member who will be fully engaged in carrying out the monitoring of all 
donations provided by ACT. The monitoring staff will work according to the following Job 
Description: 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
I. To follow up and secure the proper implementation of all NCA’s Emergency Relief Projects 

carried out in Eritrea. 
 
II. To secure the proper and full documentation and reporting on all movements of emergency 

relief items under all NCA’s Emergency Relief Projects in Eritrea, from delivery to the final 
distribution. 

 
DUTIES 
On deliveries of in-kind aid from abroad: 
♦ Relate with the Donor and arrange for all required local preparations to receive safely the 

respective Consignments. 
♦ Secure from the Donor of the cargo all required documents for a proper and complete customs 
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clearance. 
♦ Make all necessary arrangements with the Eritrean Relief and Refugee Commission (ERREC) for 

the safe and efficient receipt of the cargo at the relevant Port/Airport. 
♦ Make all appropriate arrangements with ERREC for their receipt, clearance and transportation of 

the cargo to the nearest warehouse. 
♦ Secure a Certificate of Receipt from ERREC on the quantity delivered to their warehouse. 
♦ Make sure that the NCA consignment is properly identified in the ERREC Stores Records, for 

later monitoring of its movement to the final distribution sites. 
 
On Local Procurements: 
♦ Make sure that ERREC establishes the appropriate Contracts for each purchase and secure 

copies of the same for NCA’s  project file. 
♦ Follow up on all deliveries from the supplier to the ERREC warehouse and secure copies of all 

relevant delivery notes. 
♦ Secure a Certificate of Receipt from ERREC on the quantity delivered to their warehouse. 
♦ Make sure that the NCA consignment is properly identified in the ERREC Stores Records, for 

later monitoring of its movement to the final distribution sites. 
 

For all deliveries of Emergency Relief Items: 
♦ Carry out routine control of the ERREC Central Warehouse on any of the NCA Consignments, 

to ensure that at any time their records are in harmony with the physical stocks. 
♦ Secure from ERREC their regular reports on any movements of NCA consignments, or any 

quantity thereof, from their Central Warehouse to any destination  - either that being a Sub 
Warehouse or the final Distribution Site. 

♦ Secure from ERREC their regular Distribution Reports of NCA Consignments, or any quantities 
thereof, from any of their Distribution Sites. 

 
Reporting to be secured from ERREC, relating to any NCA Consignment: 
♦ Certificate of Receipt at point of delivery, either that being at Port/Airport or ERREC’s Central 

Warehouse. 
♦ Dispatch Reports from ERREC’s Central Warehouse to any destination, that being either a Sub 

Warehouse or a Distribution Site. 
♦ Distribution Reports on the final distribution to the Intended Beneficiaries. 
 
Documents to be issued by the Monitor, distribution of copies as agreed: 
♦ NCA Gift Certificate, for all In Kind deliveries. The Certificate being in a standard format 

containing both quantities and total value of the commodities delivered.  
♦ NCA Certificate of Receipt, for all deliveries, either being In Kind or from Local Procurement  - 

given in a standard format. 
♦ Monitoring Report. Being a standard format report tracing the quantities delivered from its entry 

in the ERREC Central Warehouse Records to its final Distribution Site. 
♦ Distribution Report. Being a standard format report on the records of the final distribution to the 

Intended Beneficiaries. 
 
General Duties: 
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♦ To keep close contact with ERREC on any of the above-mentioned duties and to maintain a 
good and open relationship with all ERREC staff. 

♦ To follow up and secure all relevant information and/or reports from ERREC in a timely and 
accurate manner. 

♦ To make regular visits to the ERREC Central Warehouse, in order to keep NCA updated on any 
movements of NCA Consignments. 

♦ To make regular Field Visits to any of ERREC’s Sub Warehouses, in order to secure information 
on proper receipt/despatch of any quantities of NCA Consignments. 

♦ To make regular Field Visits to any of the Distribution Sites reported by ERREC of having 
distributed any quantities of NCA Consignments. 

♦ At any of ERREC’s Warehouses or Distribution Sites, carry out an appropriate Audit of the 
Local Records of Stocks and/or Distribution. 

♦ Record accurately and clearly on any possible discrepancies between reports received from 
ERREC and the facts found in either Warehouse or Distribution Records. The Local Record 
Keeper to be notified immediately on any such findings, and his comments to be recorded in the 
report. 

♦ Issue an appropriate Report on each Field Visit, listing all sites visited and activities carried out, 
including conclusions reached and recommendations for actions to be taken. 

♦ To make sure that all related Institutions receive all relevant and appropriate documentation in a 
timely and proper manner. 

♦ To keep the Emergency Project Files updated at any time and ensure that they contain copies of 
all documents received/issued, relevant to the respective projects. 

♦ To carry our any other duties pertinent to the overall responsibilities of a Monitor. 
 
 
VIII. COORDINATION 
 
The LWS Office in Asmara has also received the appeal for assistance from ERREC and contact has 
been established between NCA’s Country Director and the Acting Resident Representative of LWS 
Eritrea. Further meetings for information sharing and co-ordination will be held, as required, in order 
to avoid duplication of work and possible donations. 
 
Both NCA and LWS are registered with the Eritrean Authorities  - through ERREC  - as 
International NGO’s and are regarded by ERREC as potential contributors for their programs for the 
war affected. 
 
ERREC and the UN has established a Co-ordination Forum with Sector Groups, in which all donors 
and other actors are invited. The overall co-ordination forum meets regularly, on a frequent basis 
due to the urgency of the situation, to exchange information on status and progress. The present 
Sector Groups are: 
 
♦ Food   - Chaired by WFP. 
♦ Shelter   - Chaired by ICRC. 
♦ Health and Nutrition - Chaired by WHO. 
♦ Water and Sanitation - Chaired by UNICEF. 
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IX.  BUDGET 
 

ACT/NCA ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 
 
Description Type of No of Budget Budget 
  Unit Units US$ US$ 
Non Food Assistance     
 Family tents pieces           10,000                 175.30  1,753,000 
 Blankets pieces           40,000                      8.17  326,800 
 Household utensils sets               20,000                   19.06  381,200 
 Kerosene stoves units             20,000                     5.44  108,800 
 Water Supply    326,655 
 Sub Total    2,896,455 
      
Transport, Warehousing, Handling, etc.     
 Airfreight of tents and blankets MT                 480             1,633.28  783,974 
 Inland transport  MT                 600                  38.84  23,304 
 Storage MT                 480                     5.69  2,731 
 Port Service Charges MT                 480                   13.56  6,509 
 Sub Total    816,518 
      
Personnel, Administration, Operations & Support    
 Staff salaries and benefits     
 Field Monitoring Staff persons                 1            2,940.00  2,940 
 Driver persons                 1             1,960.00  1,960 
 Per Diem  persons                 2             2,613.00  5,226 
 Part of country director's time lump sum   2,178 
 Other     
 Office rent lump sum   2,613 
 Office Utilities lump sum   1,089 
 Car Rental unit                      1            9,800.00  9,800 
 Fuel and lubricants km                6,000                      0.19  1,140 
 Telephone and fax lump sum   1,089 
 Sub Total    28,035 
      
AUDIT & MONITORING      
 Audit of ACT Funds lump sum   1,089 
 Evaluation lump sum   2,178 
 Sub Total    3,267 
      
ACT C O 
 Emergency Management Trg  1% of expend   37,442 
 Communication lump sum   7,500 
 Sub Total    44,942 
      
TOTAL APPEAL TARGET & EXPENDITURE   3,789,217 


